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Communication agencies
Slovakia has decided to resign because recent terrorism attacks. We knew 
about this resing just 3 days before coordination meeting in Romania, so 
the steering group (Spain, Finland, Romania and Bulgaria) for unexpected 
events has analysed the situation: 

In the application form,  the meeting in Slovakia was planned in March 2016. 
It's a short time for a school to prepare a meeting. We can understand that it 
will be very difficult to organize an exchange of pupils in March 2016, for this 
reason we   propose these possible solutions to discuss:

1. Bulgaria will ask their headteacher if they can host children  in April 2016. 
(Advantages- same date and same distance from other countries)

2. Bulgaria can change the date of their training meeting from 2017 to 2016.

2.1 Italy or Spain can organize a meeting – exchange of pupils (a little more 
expensive).  In Feb.2017  . (There will be a new headteacher in Italian school-
they have to ask

3. Canceling the meeting. (last resort). We don't recommend to cancel it. 

Slovakia was responsible for evaluation with Poland. Now Romania will do it 
with Poland. Evaluation questionaires were created by Poland and Slovakia 
and every school has already taken them. we will have the results. 

Slovakia was a partner in some of the steering groups but we don't need to 
replace Slovakia in the groups that have to control budget, exchanges of 
pupils or in the headteacher group because every partner has a participant in 
this groups. Slovakia was also a partner in the steering group for evaluation, 
in this group Romania will replace it because Romania is now in charge of 
evaluation with Poland. Finally Turkey will be in the steering group for 
unexpected events.

New composition of steering groups:

1- Steering group for budget control- Coordinators and responsible in every 
partner school. 
2.- Steering group for exchange of pupils- A teacher in every partner school.
3.- Steering group for unexpected events- Coordinators of Spain, Finland, 
Turkey and Bulgaria
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4.- Steering group for evaluation- Spain, Poland, Romania, Italy 
5.- Steering group for headteachers – The headteacher in every school.

Signed

María del Mar Jurado González
Coordinator


